
Ergonomic
 customisEd
  Working EnvironmEnt 

tilt tablEs

liFt solutions can bE Found 
at EdmoliFt 

Edmolift offer a new and comprehensive tilt program with a range 
of tilt combinations.

assembly of the tilt unit can be mounted on the lift table platform or 
directly on the floor. For installation on the platform the hydraulics 
are the same for the tilting device and table. tilting devices installed 
directly on the floor have a base frame and integral power pack.

the tilt function is used to incline the lift table and make the goods 
more accessible in more ergonomically designed work places. Exam-
ples of work places are control functions for loading and off loading 
of goods as well as production work places. the load carrier can be a 
pallet, crate or container. the tilt can be customised to suit individual 
needs and wishes of the customer. 

at Edmolift you can find solutions for all your lifting problems.

Product FEaturEs
 

  single-operation hydraulics 45° tilt angle.
  double-operation hydraulics 90° tilt angle.
  torque 6.5 knm and 13 knm.
  Platform length 900 mm, 1300 mm, 1700 mm.
  Platform width 600 mm, 800 mm, 1000 mm.
  slide protection 230 mm include.
  complies with European safety standard En 1570-1 

 – cE certified.
  24 v dc control unit and operating device with   

 deadman’s switch.
  iP54 approved electrical system.
  safety spacing between all moving parts.
  overload protection.
  adjustable trap prevention safety trip bars on all four   

 sides of the platform.
  maintenance-free bearing surface.
  Plc control for simple customizing to specific   

 requirements.
  user manual in 20 different languages.
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Product inFormation

cE- or type 2b declaration
We construct and manufacture our lift tables and lift trolleys in accordance with the basic requirements in the lift table standards En 1570-1 and the lift trolley standards 
ss-En iso 3691-5:2009. We comply with the requirements in accordance with machine, low voltage and the Emc directive. the products are delivered after being tested 
with cE certification and the assurance of agreement or in certain cases the manufacturer’s type 2b declaration.

tilt tablEs

   Length Width Closed   Tilt  Torque  Weight incl.
 Model Art.no mm mm height mm Tilt angle Hydraulic over kNm kW pack. kg Execution

 EdlF 65 36085 1300  800 320 90° double acting  800 6,5 0,75 165 Floor installation 
 EslF 65 36076  800 1300 320 45° single acting 1300 6,5 0,75 165 Floor installation


